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Abstract—Automated scam calls, also called robocalls, are one
of the most widespread security problems affecting phone users
in the United States. Some of the most egregious robocalls
target vulnerable segments of our society. These segments often
consist of non-English speaking phone users (e.g., interna-
tional students, recent immigrants, tourists, etc.). Fraudulent
robocall campaigns that target these populations often use
languages like Spanish, Mandarin, Hindi, Arabic, etc., in the
robocall audio. Regulatory authorities, enforcement agencies,
and researchers investigating illegal robocalling campaigns
lack automated tools to study such non-English campaigns,
thereby struggling to extract meaningful insights from bulk
robocall data. Relying entirely on manual analysis or expecting
investigators to be fluent in numerous languages substantially
limits action against illegal non-English robocalling campaigns.
Furthermore, existing robocall audio analysis techniques focus
solely on English robocalls. We propose developing a semi-
automated robocall audio analysis pipeline to handle real-
world non-English robocalls. We intend to build this pipeline
using pre-trained multi-lingual speech transformer models.

Introduction: Pre-recorded or machine-generated scam
calls, also called robocalls, are often used as a medium
to defraud phone users in the United States. They cause
substantial harm to their targets by stealing personal infor-
mation (Social Security Number, bank account details, credit
card information, etc.) or defrauding them of large sums
of money. Frustrated and victimized individuals continue
to express their concerns to regulatory and enforcement
agencies. Fraudulent robocalls are among the top consumer
complaints to the FCC, the FTC, the FBI, and other state and
federal enforcement agencies. Certain illegal robocallers [1],
[2], [3] design their scheme so that they can specifically
target US phone subscribers who are vulnerable to such
scams. Such vulnerable segments include recent immigrants,
international students, and tourists visiting the US. For
example, malicious robocalling campaigns impersonate the
Department of Homeland Security [8], the Customs and
Border Protection agency [7], the Department of Home-
land Security [8], and the US Citizenship and Immigration
Services (USCIS) [6]. Many of these targets are non-native
English speakers and are more fluent in other languages.
Malicious robocallers take advantage of this fact and design
their fraud schemes using languages like Mandarin, Spanish,
Arabic, and Hindi. This enables the bad actors to establish
a communication channel with the victims within the vul-
nerable population segment and eventually defraud them.

Problem: Existing techniques on analyzing bulk robo-
call audio data [5] focus primarily on English robocall
audio recordings. Developing automated tools to ingest,
process, and extract insights from non-English robocalls
will empower stakeholders to take swift action against such
illegal operations. Recent advances in multi-lingual speech
processing techniques using transformer models [4] offer
promising new directions toward developing robocall audio
content analysis pipelines.

Proposed Work: We intend to leverage the dataset and
open-source code released by Prasad et al. [5] and extend
the SnorCall system to include multi-lingual capabilities.
We hope‘ to explore recent breakthroughs in multi-lingual
speech language models and study their effectiveness in
developing multi-lingual robocall audio analysis pipelines.

1) Dataset Creation: Curate a dataset of real-world
robocall audio recordings that spans multiple lan-
guages (Spanish, Mandarin, Arabic, English, etc.)

2) Literature Survey: Systematically identify open-
source, multi-lingual speech transformer models
available across various platforms (HuggingFace,
GitHub, etc.)

3) Evaluation: Benchmark the capabilities of these
open-source, multi-lingual models to compute au-
dio embedding, speaker embedding, and other au-
dio features from real-world robocall audio record-
ings.

4) Pipeline Development: Develop a robocall audio
analysis pipeline using these models to extract
named entities, callback numbers, and other opera-
tional attributes that can aid investigators in swiftly
analyzing Non-English robocall data.

Preliminary Results: We have developed and deployed
a telephony honeypot that automatically answers phone calls
and collects call signaling information while recording the
call audio. Through manual analysis, we have uncovered
numerous non-English robocalling campaigns. However, a
deeper investigation of these campaigns requires a robust
robocall audio analysis pipeline.

Goal: Through this work, we explore the capabilities
of speech transformer models to process audio data that is
inherently noisy and lossy (due to the nature of the phone
network). Since most speech-language models are trained
on high-quality audio data, evaluating their performance on
real-world robocall audio data enables researchers to adapt
multi-lingual speech transformer models for further analysis.
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